The purpose of Total Leadership (TL) is to improve performance in all four domains of life -- work, home, community, and self -- by creating mutual value among them. This is a proven method for producing sustainable change in all parts of life that can be learned and practiced by individuals, groups, or organizations. It is informed by decades of research and practical application and will allow EMTM students to become part of the larger TL community.

If you are succeeding in one aspect of life while under-performing in others, or failing to capture value from one part of life and bring it to bear in others, or living with too much conflict among different roles in life, then TL may be for you. For more information, go to: <www.totalleadership.org>.

Leaders mobilize resources towards valued goals. Now more than ever we know that leadership is not just about work, it's about life, and that success in the new world of business requires us to see leadership and life as pieces of the same puzzle. The Total Leadership approach is a proven method for how to integrate work, home, community, and self to both increase business results and enrich lives, including your own. The powerful combination of increased authenticity (being real), integrity (being whole), and creativity (being innovative) drive performance towards achieving goals in all life domains.